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Coming from a systemic point of view, systemic constellations focus on the complex interplay
of different elements in order to come to a better understanding of the whole system. Spatial
planning, which involves complex decision-making in an uncertain environment, is eventually
able to profit from such a different methodology. In this context, the aim of the article is to
implement systemic constellations as method for spatial research in two different ways: first,
to visualise questions of power in planning processes, and, second, to visualise cultural
influences in planning processes. The article concludes that the method of systemic
constellations serves to visualise questions of power and is able to highlight important
differences at a glance, even though this method does not meet all of the scientific
requirements academia asks for. The specific contribution is that this method will be able to
enrich the dialogue between theory and practice for a daily use, to make complex problems
clearly visible and easier to handle.
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Analysing spatial planning processes as planning practices
Defining spatial planning by planning practices is not a very new and innovative approach in
planning theory, but, nevertheless, these debates about a practice-oriented perspective on
spatial planning is currently being discussed vividly at least in the European scientific
community (e.g. Lord, 2014; Alexander, 2016; Davoudi, 2015; practical turn in social
sciences). Following Campbell’s definition – that the ‘idea of planning is premised on the
expectation that through intervention and action better space and place-based outcomes can
be achieved than would otherwise be the case’ (Campbell, 2012, p. 393) – the focus of
spatial planning processes lays in interventions and actions; that is to say, practices with
respect to how planners (and other stakeholders) interact. In a multi-level and multistakeholder approach, the coordination and consideration of diverging interests and landuses are the core tasks of spatial planning, so as to come to an integrated future perspective.
So, planning can be seen as a form of complex decision-making in an uncertain environment
(Mitchell, 2005). Integrating all spatial demands can be seen as a creative process for
structuring a mosaic of different layers for optimum interplay. The challenge is to accept the
complexity of these highly polyrational steering processes and unpredictable outcomes for
future development. As Rittel and Webber (1973) stated in their theory of wicked problems in
spatial planning, policy problems cannot be conclusively described because they refer to
public goods that have no objective definition of equity. Therefore, what is called a goodpractice-example only fits in one specific context and can become obsolete if applied to other
cases. The results are therefore dependent on particular circumstances and interpretations,
are specific to certain situations, and don’t follow a unique logic (Healey, 2009; Othengrafen
& Reimer, 2013; Reimer, 2012, p. 29). The incontestable aspect of this is that planning
processes are highly context-bound, to the extent that they call for individual solutions and
open process designs; as Driessen et al. (2012; p. 145) claim, the ‘extent of multi-actor,
multi-level governance determines variation in the perception of problems and solutions’. In
this sense, this contribution tries to go beyond universal theories in planning to overcome
universalism without falling in the trap of simple particularism. Therefore, with the method of
systemic constellations, borders of different disciplines are explored and critical reflections
about its implementation in spatial planning are made to rethink of scholarship and practice.
Here, the approach of planning cultures comes into play. The cultural dimension focuses
explicitly on these diversified planning practices, putting values and norms and selfperceptions in the foreground of the analyses of spatial planning. From a theoretical point of
view, the approach of a cultural perspective on planning represents a shift from focussing on
rational aspects of planning (e.g. instruments, legal frameworks) to highlighting cultural
influences, underlying assumptions, or the established culture in what and how processes
are implemented in practice (Levin-Keitel & Sondermann, 2015). Undoubtedly, theoretical
thoughts as well as practical experiences are of mutual benefit for the purposes of reflection,
for a deeper understanding of planning processes, for questioning the system itself, or for
stating different ways in which to reach the goals. The benefit of their interplay lays in the
creation of win-win situations and common issues on which to engage in a mutual reflection
that enriches each party. In this article, the approach of planning cultures is used as specific
lens, through which planning practices can be seen and analysed. But, planning cultures are
complex, omnipresent and, accordingly, hard to identify analytically (for further details on the
cultural perspective on planning see Knieling & Othengrafen, 2009; Othengrafen, 2010;
Sanyal, 2005). With the background of a cultural understanding of planning processes, new
methodological approaches need to be implemented in order to make these more or less
underlying influences visible.
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In the fields of psychology, business, and the organisational sciences the method of systemic
constellations is used for the analysis and visualisation of highly complex, interacting
connections within a system. This systemic approach comes out of a constructivist
philosophical attitude (Watzlawick et al., 1974) and requires awareness of and reflection on
the perceptions and socially constructed realities of multiple stakeholders (Kopp & Huemann,
2014).
In this article, the method of systemic constellations is introduced in spatial planning in two
different areas. On the one hand, to visualise questions of power in every-day planning
practices, where formal hierarchies and distributions of power only cover half of the story,
and where aspects of informal power and the real use of power characterises planning
practices in a crucial way. On the other hand, and here the cultural dimension of planning is
more important, the method is used to visualise (cultural) self-perceptions in their specific
interplay, the so called process-paradigm (Galler & Levin-Keitel, 2016) with its inherent
learning processes. The guiding research questions of the article are:




Methodological questions: How does the method of systemic constellations work? Which
assumptions and procedural steps have to be followed?
Ways of implementation: To what extent are systemic constellations able to visualise
questions of power in planning practice? Or, with another focus, is the method suitable for
focusing on cultural peculiarities?
Benefits: And why is the implementation of the systemic constellation approach interesting for
the analysis of spatial planning processes? Where can future fields of application be
identified?

To answer these questions, the following section provides a general overview of the
understanding of spatial planning as planning practices and presents, by introducing the
debate on planning culture, a theoretical concept focussing especially on the high contextbound and case-specific orientations and values of planning practices. Following this concept
of planning cultures, it will be evident that a methodology leading to these underlying
assumptions, the actors’ self-perceptions, or their interactions in terms of power in every
day’s planning practice is not yet worked-out well. Then, in the second section, the
characteristics of the method of systemic constellations are highlighted in order to
understand how this method works and what exactly can be shown by this method. Further,
the implementation of this method in the field of spatial planning is considered. To what
extent is it possible to visualise planning practices, and especially questions of power and the
characteristic interplay of cultural peculiarities? Finally, in the last section, the attempt to
implement systemic constellations in spatial planning is critically reconsidered.
Characteristics of the systemic constellation approach
Systemic constellations are often described as a psychological method frequently used in
consulting activities (e.g. family or institutional constellations) due to its ability to make a
system and its single elements (actors) visible and to clarify their position, role and selfperception (von Schlippe & Schweitzer, 2007). The method is able to visualise manifestations
and peculiarities of the whole system and its interdependencies between single, highly
complex parts. Therefore, it is crucial to understand individual positions and patterns, with all
of their abilities, capacities, meanings, assets, and functions (Wade, 2004). Having been
used in family therapy for the last 20 years, nowadays constellations are increasingly used by
businesses for analysing complex decision situations (Birkenkrahe, 2009, p. 126ff;
Whittington, 2012). Following Birkenkrahe (2009), the ‘method is used in the sense of relating
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several different empirical observations of phenomena […] to each other, consistent with
fundamental theory, but not directly derived from theory’ (Birkenkrahe, 2009, p. 126f).
The literature review shows relatively few scientific studies and not much by way of
theoretical model building with respect to this method, but many more contributions have
been made by practitioners in order to advance further applications of the method – that is to
say, it is an approach much more promoted in practice (Stresius, 2006).
Systemic constellations create a spatial representation of an issue and are a practical,
reflective way of illuminating dynamics in relational systems (Whittington, 2012; Birkenkrahe,
2009). Organisational constellations are representations of organisational systems of any
kind – this includes a company, a country, a government, or even a temporary working
group. The term system is used here in the broad sense of the term, even including open
systems, where neither the number of the single elements nor their role or function within the
system is formalised or enclosed. The system, as a background to the interplay between
different elements, is open to new influences, other elements, elementary changes, or abrupt
modifications (Schwing & Fryszer, 2010, p. 176; Assländer, 2013). Schwing and Fryszer
(2010; p. 22) have pointed out that the term system serves, like every other term, as a
construction to aid our ability to orient ourselves in the world. The reasons for implementing
systemic perspectives are the urgent need to handle the enormous complexities of today’s
existence, without continuing the sectionalising and the fragmentising of deeply connected
issues. Today’s challenges consist of more than just the simple understanding of single
parts, disciplines or fields, but require the reintegration of knowledge and detailed information
in order to gain a deeper understanding of the underlying complexities. The method of
systemic constellations is interpreted as a ‘tool for the meta-analysis of a social system’
(Birkenkrahe, 2009, p. 127), which is particularly suited for the analysis of complex
interactions in the field of management and culture, leading to tailor-made solutions
(Birkenkrahe, 2009).
Methodical steps of systemic constellations
The common idea of systemic constellations, in any field of implementation, is the
observation and analysis of interactions between the actors and the parts of a system to find
out how they are interrelated (Kopp & Huemann, 2015, p. 236). Typically, this is done via a
spatial representation of orders, relationships, hierarchies, dependencies, or communication
patterns (Kopp & Huemann, 2014). Using representatives serves to visualise these single
elements within the system and, additionally, their inter-connectivity. Representatives can
either be persons or figurines, the former is more often used in management constellations
and the latter is seen as potentially useful for its implementation in spatial planning
processes.
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Figure 1: Generalised Steps of a systemic constellation (own illustration, based in parts on Birkenkrahe,
2009; Rosselet et al, 2007; Weber, 2000).

In the following, the different steps of a systemic constellation are explained (see Figure 1,
based in parts on Birkenkrahe, 2009; Rosselet et al, 2007; Weber, 2000):
(1) Framing: At the very beginning of a systemic constellation, the main question of the
constellation has to be defined. The set up question can vary, from being about very precise
questions, reflecting, for instance, aspects of the planning process, to questions about more
abstract, theoretical-conceptual issues (Whittington, 2012). Systemic constellations of precise
planning processes can focus on everything from maps of case studies, to analysing complex
interacting systems or planning styles, to understanding the actors’ perspectives on conflict
situations and dilemmas and their complex interplay. More theoretical issues can be
addressed by focussing, for instance, on the most important influences on the organisational
culture.
(2) Basic setting: Afterwards, adequate types of representatives have to be chosen. As already
mentioned, this article focuses on figurines as representatives (e.g. wooden figurines or game
chips) to set up a three-dimensional representation (Varga von Kibed & Sparrer, 2000, p. 13).
(3) Setting up: Every systemic constellation is set up by a facilitator, a person trained in systemic
thinking and who is able to scrutinise the issue-holder (via circularly questions, see Schlippe &
von Schweitzer 2007, p. 138). Apart from the facilitator, a client or a person who wants to set
up a constellation is needed (further called issue-holder), who contributes with specific
knowledge and content with respect to the set up question. The constellation can be done
from diverse perspectives: actors and groups of actors set themselves up interactively, single
actors set up their (socially constructed) perspective on the process, third party persons (such
as a researcher) set up constellations from an outside perspective etc. One of the first
considerations is the definition of the boundaries of the system; that is to say, the important
factors and elements that characterize the system (Rosselet et al, 2007, p. 194). Then, the
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first representative is placed – on, for instance, the table –, his orientation is reflected on,
discussed, and corrected where necessary, and a second representative is placed in relation
to the continuously evolving picture. That is how an initial constellation is built.
(4) Constellation work: Starting from the initial constellation, the positions and orientations of all
representatives are in a constant state of flux, until their positions are justified in a verbalargumentative way and are made to fit in the overall scene. Having found a position for all the
relevant influences, actors and groups of actors, the whole scenery/constellation is
interpreted. At that point, it is possible to use the constellation to play out different alternative
scenarios or relationships (Birkenkrahe, 2009, p. 131; Rosselet et al, 2007, p. 197f).
(5) Final constellation: The series of constellations leads to a final constellation, which either
points out the ways the chosen system works with its interconnected parts or, makes visible
different scenarios and their main elements for future change. It is important, that the facilitator
gives the client enough freedom and structure to develop this final constellation.
(6) Closing round: The closing round is important for reflecting on what has been visualised and
to return to personal general conclusions.

Implementing systemic constellations in spatial research activities
The implementation of this method in spatial planning can be seen as a manifestation and
continuation of the well-established actor-centred perspective of planning processes. It
follows the logic of diverse actors and groups of actors being part of the planning process
(Nuissl & Heinrichs, 2011). The methodology is inspired by its application in the field of
organisational sciences (Birkenkrahe, 2009; Wade, 2004; Burchardt, 2015; Weber, 2000;
Müller-Christ, 2013). Particularly in business constellations, the systemic constellation
approach is a seen as a ‘solution-focused process, which helps leaders of organisations to
identify the complex, often informal, relationships and inter-dependencies within their
organisation and to develop a deeper understanding about the underlying dynamics in a very
time- and cost-efficient manner’ (Burchardt, 2015, p. 101). Spatial planning, seen as an
attempt to steer complex spatially significant demands and effects, is strongly characterised
by uncertainties. So the question arises in what ways spatial planning may profit from a
systemic point of view. Systemic constellations, as a constructivist and systemic method,
focus on diverse interpretations, socially constructed individual and common patterns, and
their interrelations. The implementation of this method in spatial planning could make it
possible to indicate these aspects in the planning processes and to visualise them.
Apart from being a method to simply visualise spatial planning processes, systemic
constellations can also be used as a method to show individual/organisational patterns and
perspectives. The implementation in research activities are able to show, compare and
analyse the perceptions of different actors and their unique logics and guiding-principles of
their future behaviour.
In spatial research two different methodical applications seem to be promising:
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As a method in expert interviews: The interviewees set up a situation or planning process
via representatives – for example, along their distribution of power. A facilitator leads the
constellation by reflecting the issue-holder. As a result of the many interviews a whole set of
constellations can be made, which can be compared, interpreted and analysed by the
researcher in order to point out the actors’ individual or organisational perceptions (for a
research study using this design, see Ruppert, 2000).
As a method of the researcher: The researcher uses this method to structure the results and
to get an overview of key components and their interrelations. Here, as well, a facilitator is
needed to question the positions and interventions made by the researcher. In this context,
systemic constellations aims at the reduction of complexity and can, for instance, be used to
create scenarios of future developments.
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In the context of PhD-research about urban riverscapes and their local planning cultures,
systemic constellations have been transferred and used for spatial planning research. The
method has been used as a method for the researcher, based on previous data collection, in
order to visualise and conceptualise the research results. The constellation has been led by
Anne Ritzinger, a systemic facilitator and spatial planner. The constellation has been set up
in the form of a third party perspective on the planning processes, without continuative
feedback from planning practice. Characteristic for planning processes in urban riverscapes
are various administrative and political actors, actors from the economic sector and civil
society, with their diverging logics of action (e.g. environmental protection, water
management, market-oriented interests) and possibilities of exerting influence (e.g. by
different instruments or financial funding) (Biswas, 2004; Hartmann & Spit, 2014; Wiering &
Immink, 2006). Recognising the city as an expression of the society and its needs, urban
riverscapes seem to be nowadays a product of complex societal negotiation processes on
the local level. These negotiation processes are crucial for planning and implementation in
everyday life and principally determine the local planning culture. Starting from this
theoretical-conceptual framework of planning cultures, the difficulty of capturing, analysing
and indicating this complexity of cultural imprints, without it becoming a pure analysis of
single components, becomes evident. Two constellations have been set up to visualise and
check the first results on aspects of power and on local planning culture, for two case
studies. One constellation includes the analysis of the actors’ interrelations and their division
of power in every-day practice. The other constellation served to identify key actors and their
self-perceptions and potential role in the process. All constellations have been set up on
paper, with quite different representations being used to display blatant differences at a
glance.
Visualising questions of power in planning processes
The first constellations targeted questions of power beyond institutionalised claims of power
and official hierarchies in two case studies (case study 1 and case study 2). Apart from
having (institutionalised) power, the question aims to understand who is using power in a
certain planning process and who is not (even if the actor could use his or her power). So,
some parallels to the organisational and business sciences can be observed. There,
organisations are compared to an iceberg: the tip of the iceberg is called the formal aspects
of the organisation – in the case of spatial planning, the official hierarchies and
institutionalised power – and the hidden rest of the iceberg, the much bigger part under the
water’s surface, is seen as the informal aspects of an organisation – in planning processes,
the real use of power (Ruppert, 2000, p. 156). But how should one illustrate different aspects
of power in a systemic constellation? Here are some basic considerations concerning the
representatives’ designs and positions:
(1) Single actors, groups of actors, or influencing factors – that is to say, representatives – can
vary according to their size. For the following examples the size of the representative
symbolises their formal power in the planning process, their quasi-institutionalised power –
e.g. through hierarchies, instruments, or financial background. Therefore, the differences in
size illustrate relational differentiations, though not based on definitive numbers calculated via
statistics.
(2) The representative’s position in the constellation symbolises the use of power in planning
practice. This means, the more centrally the representatives are situated, the more important
they are to the process, the more power they have in the planning process (which they use
actively).
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(3) The interrelation of the single representatives stands for their common ground: a small
distance stands for close cooperation, a big distance symbolises hardly any cooperation or
common interests, fought out with different forms of power.

Figure 2: Two systemic constellations (case study 1 and case study 2) visualising formal and informal
aspects of power (own illustration).

Analysing both constellations of case study 1 and case study 2 from a comparative
perspective, a few thoughts on how the constellations has been set up can be drawn:
(1) All representatives in the two case studies are identical in size; the water management agency
as well as the urban planning department, the citizens and the planning agency involved; all
are shown in the same diameter. This is based on the identical legal framework, as the water
management agency and the urban planning authority are equipped with similar legal
competencies in developing urban riverscapes in both case studies. All of them possess
formal power through procedural guidelines and legal frameworks. Analogously, in both case
studies the involved planning agencies possess less influence and power, as they are simply
instructed to realise tasks from one of the major players. In case study one?, another actor
appears, the state representative, officially leading the whole planning process equipped with
very powerful instruments, and therefore has the biggest circle diameter.
(2) The position of the single actors and groups of actors within the constellation represents their
use of power in planning practices, the more centrally the representatives are placed, the
more power and influence they have:
In case study 1 it becomes apparent, that the water management agency has a strong
influence on the process, as its position is quite central, because all the planning activities are
coordinated there. The urban planning authority is quite near to the centre of the constellation
as well and participates in a lot of decisions and discussions. The real distribution of power
between planning agencies and citizens ought to be considered as equal, both are integrated
in the planning process, both use their strategic orientation to influence decisions and
discussions, and both are integrated in the process at an early stage. The state representative
is quite far off the centre, because they hardly use their formal power, only in cases of severe
conflicts.
In case study 2, the lead management is in the hand of the urban planning authority, and they
indeed use this power to steer the process (this explains its central position). The water
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management agency is much less involved than in the first case study, but is actively engaged
in their core competencies and a strong partner in the process (they realise their own
measures in the urban riverscape). The involved planning agency has comparatively much
influence and power, because certain (strategic) decisions were transferred to them (by the
urban planning authority).
(3) Their position vis-à-vis each other, and therefore the interrelations and constellations of the
single actors, groups of actors and organisations, also varies in both representations. Both
systemic constellations are pretty much the same in terms of the interrelation between the
water management agency and the urban planning authority: they stand next to each other in
close solidarity at the centre of the processes.
In case study 1, the state representative is placed exactly above the two organisations, as
umbrella of their cooperation. As already mentioned, the state representatives are formally
given a lot of power, which is not used in every-days planning practice. The planning agency
is placed at a half-distance to the state representative, a bit more oriented to the water
management agency. The reasons for that lay in the administrative organisation, as the water
management agency is the main contact person for them and defines the content of their
contract.
In case study 2, the planning agency works in closer cooperation with the urban planning
authority, basically steering their integration. This is the reason why their position is closer to
the urban planning authority than to the water management agency.

Visualising cultural peculiarities like a (cultural) process paradigm
The second field of implementation in spatial planning is tied to the before-mentioned cultural
perspective of planning practices. The aim, which is to identify and visualise the local specific
planning cultures of a planning process via the actors’ self-perceptions and their specific
interplay, seems to be much more demanding, as it is based on much ‘softer’ indicators. With
strong bonds to the cultural sciences, the theory is based on a change of perspective with
regards to (planning) practice (Othengrafen, 2012). The focus is on the structural
interrelations – for instance, how settings, values, interpretations and ways of thoughts and
behaviours or procedures are constituted. The differences and cultural diversity demonstrate
the wealth of interpretations, the influence of traditions, the range of self-perceptions and
their consequences for a collaborative planning process (Ernste, 2012; Reimer & Blotevogel,
2012). The debates within planning culture theory are quite heterogeneous, based on the
idea of including cultural impact factors in analytical frameworks, with the aim of coming
closer to everyday planning practices (Ernste, 2012, Reimer & Blotevogel, 2012, Sanyal,
2005, Levin-Keitel & Sondermann, 2014).
But how can these cultural influences be visualised in systemic constellations? Two
principles for implement the technique have been determined:
(1) Representatives’ sizes and fragmentations symbolise the different self-perceptions of each
actor, group of actors or organisation. The specific cultural aspect of these interactions and
constellations is to regard different actor groups as organisations with an explicit
organisational culture. The term ‘organisation’ is used here in a very broad sense – an
organisation is a group of actors more or less institutionalised, ranging from the local planning
authority or water management agencies to single-purpose citizens’ initiatives or clubs and
associations. Organisational culture denotes an organisation’s values and norms, its specific
processes of learning and socialisation as inter-individual patterns, its self-conception and
game rules. These are based on invisible concepts, such as values and norms, and lead to
the formation of common patterns of orientation that end up in the central premises of action,
the development of shared informal rules, and the characterisation of the self-conception of an
organisation (Schein 1999).
(2) Visualising and analysing the interrelations between the single actors in terms of learning
processes and a common process paradigm seems to be even more complicated. The so-
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called process-paradigm is the way different actors and their specific perceptions, values, and
assumptions come together in different timelines, with diverse outputs and established
routines, as well as the formation of common learning processes (see Galler & Levin-Keitel,
2016). The weaker this planning paradigm is built, the weaker will be the shared mental model
of cooperation that is developed and the bigger will be the representative’s distance in the
constellation. A strong process-paradigm is then visualised by hardly any distance between
the representatives.

Figure 3: Two systemic constellations visualising the self-perceptions in their interplay, forming the
process-paradigm (own illustration).

Using the above principles to set up constellations of the two case studies, some explications
and information are needed:
(1) Regarding the actors’ self-conception, the researcher choses representatives with identical
sizes. Both institutions involved – the water management agencies and the urban planning
authorities – are characterised as strong organisations with large influence on the planning
processes.
The water management agencies, as sectoral planning agencies in both case studies,
possess high self-confidence, further strengthened by numerous developments and its
versatile competence on all levels. This importance was reinforced by additional tasks – e.g.
by the water framework directive and the national/federal implementation (Moss, 2009). The
reorganisation of the water management agencies led to a very modern, open-minded and
innovation-friendly authority; on the one hand, acting in area-based teams on all levels and
scales and, on the other hand, in thematic expert teams transferring new knowledge and
experiences directly at all levels. This is symbolised by the cross in the representation,
standing for an organisation divided in different sectors with a big emphasis on bringing the
issues together again.
The urban planning authorities involved are much more fragmented and usually do not speak
with one voice. As the authorities are not acting like one organisation with one organisational
culture and one obvious target to implement, the self-perceptions varied significantly (as they
also do in the two case studies). The urban planning authorities were characterised by a
hybrid situation between high claims of coordination, the evaluation of different demands in a
cultural context of more than one organisation (department), paired with weak instruments and
no implementation possibilities. Their self-confidence depends very much on the
organisational leadership, the functions and tasks they occupy, as well as their freedom of
decision-making and their willingness to be involved. The differences with respect to the urban
planning authorities’ representatives in the two case studies are based on the intercooperation of their departments. In case study 1 there were two departments involved in the
development of urban riverscapes, and they were in communication with the water
management agency. Other departments were involved to the extent that this had to happen,
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In case study 2, a lot of other departments were involved in the whole process; it was even
crucially influenced by political statements, positioning and strategies. Therefore, the inner
structure of the urban planning department is highly fragmented and communication is one of
the major tasks. This is symbolised by the circle consisting of a lot of pieces in the inner
structure, tied up with the communication structures (arrows).
(2) The last explanations concerning the self-conception of the urban planning authorities already
led over to the analysis of the process-paradigm. To simplify the constellations, in both case
studies, only the most important key actors are chosen for the visualisation of how they work
and learn during the process. In a first conclusion, the process-paradigm varied significantly in
both case studies. While in case study 1 the common learning processes led to routinized
cooperation, in case study 2 the process and the establishment of a joint cooperation was an
important first step.
In case study 1 the planning culture or the joint process-paradigm was developed on a high
level, there were strong connections between the single actors, even if they did not agree on
one opinion. This is demonstrated by the diverse characteristics of the system: the design of
the interfaces within the system, the joint learning processes being initiated and supported, as
well as the evolving benefits of the entire cooperation. In the constellation, this is
demonstrated by big arrows between the most important actors and a high proximity between
the water management agency and the urban planning authority.
In case study 2 the urban planning authority was much more occupied by inner-administrative
cooperation, shown by the quantity and thickness of the arrows in the circle. For the processparadigm this means that the involved actors are less able to refer to traditions and routines of
cooperation and the aim is to sensitise all of them in order to come to a joint vision of how the
urban riverscapes can be developed. Here it is important to know about the different
assumptions, values and wishes and to accept the characteristics and specifics needed to
create a joint organisation. Here, the relatively weak process paradigm becomes obvious, with
a less defined joint perspective on the cooperation. The interfaces between the urban planning
authority and the water management agency are to be developed in detail before every joint
action or implementation.

Systemic constellations and what they are able to do – conclusions
What conclusions can be drawn from the implementing of systemic constellations in spatial
planning? How fruitful is its implementation in the field of spatial planning and where does it
lead? The key question is whether the implementation of this methodological approach can
lead to a different understanding of planning processes and their systemic background. The
two cases of implementation allow us to draw some conclusions.
It is a very adaptable method.
First, the method is very adaptable in the application field. The first constellation, visualising
questions of power in planning processes, stands for a more structured and, what one might
call, well comprehensible approach. The second example, with much softer influence factors
and a more interpretational scope, is, admittedly, a bit trickier to follow. But, nevertheless,
both implementations succeeded in presenting a scheme of the involved system. Reflecting
on these two examples, the limits and shortcomings of systemic constellations become
visible: Apparently, the interrelations of actors are not accurately calculated, so the distance
of the actors to each other is not measurable in figures, the size of the circles is not
corresponding to a calculated result and so on. In consequence, systemic constellations
have to be considered as soft method to visualise interplays and networks within a group of
actors in a relational way, not in absolute figures. In contrast to e.g. the method of actornetwork-methodology, where absolute figures are calculated, systemic constellations don’t
build up apparent precision about how to calculate human interrelations.
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Conclusions regarding the first implementation.
The constellations made to visualise questions of power highlight important differences at a
glance. Especially comparing both case studies, it becomes immediately clear that there
seems to be a big difference in the actors’ possessing power and how the actors are using
their possessed power. Of course, the issue-holder has to be aware of these differences in
advance (as the issue-holder formulates the constellation question), but in fact it seems to be
a useful method for transporting and communicating the results.
Conclusions regarding the second implementation.
The implementation of the effort to visualise cultural aspects the planning processes seems
to be more imprecise than the first example. Due to the subject of culture, no definitive
categories, indicators or outputs can be defined and declined. Both constellations need a lot
of data collection and analysing to be done beforehand, the constellations still need a high
level of interpretation, and there will always be critiques about the relativeness of this
approach. Although all of these critiques have their validity, in some fields or disciplines this
might be a suitable method for showing, for instance, the cultural influences on planning
processes or the important impact of organisational cultures in their interrelations. Perhaps
this is also a question of disciplinary cultures, which methods are used in which field of
science; but most likely in the academic field of spatial planning this method is not objective
enough (although this reflects a broader scientific-theoretical discussion).
Quick diagnostics for complex decision-making.
One benefit of the implementation of the method is to concentrate on the available
information in order to come to a reasonable solution. Often, the issue-holder comes to
surprising solutions by reflecting and structuring his or her own thoughts in accordance with
the facilitator. The visualisation – that is to say the constellation – is an excellent way to
reflect the own decision path. As a surplus, the method is easy to handle and the
constellation is done in a very short time (compared with other systemic approaches in
science).
Two other ways of using these constellations have just been touched on briefly: using
constellations for different alternatives or scenarios, as well as using them as a method in
expert interviews.
With respect to the former, the work with systemic constellations makes it possible to reflect
on alternative scenarios. The direct feedback, together with the opportunity to check the
effectiveness of specific scenarios within the system, can lead to further development and
understanding of the planning processes. Systemic constellations serve to prove hypotheses
and theories, to illustrate the impact of research fields or parameters on complex systems.
‘The simulation is then a possibility to play out different alternatives of a scenario, or of
relationships. In comparison with other intervention methods used in the change
management area, constellations have been shown to yield results faster, and often lead to
more sustainable results’ (Birkenkrahe, 2009, 131).
For the latter, using constellations in expert interviews, Ruppert (2000) has made some
notable research results. Using 90 constellations, he stated that constellations of different
persons in an organisation are consistent (meaning that they show not only personal
perspectives, but a common perspective on the issues) and that underlying organisational
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structures and patterns become visible (proofed by interviews). So, for the field of spatial
planning this means, in conclusion, that using constellations as a supporting method in
interviews seem to be fruitful. Even if this method does not meet all of the scientific
requirements, the potential lays in the implementation with respect to the interplay between
academia and planning practices. The expected contribution is that this method will be able
to enrich the dialogue between theory and practice for a daily use, to make complex
problems clearly visible and easier to handle.
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